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Abstract

Because the people consume a custom change and the occurrence of card debt from 2005, arouse the people to start valuing the financial training courses. Government and non-government and some banking institutes offer financial training courses for young generation to develop their exact and healthy financial ideas. This study mainly aimed at subprime mortgage caused financial meltdown, and analyze its reasons to examine how to avoid repeating the same mistake. Also, explore recently governments or non-government promote status and effort of the financial educational. Finally the study investigated basic knowledge and financial learning desire of junior and senior students of Far East University.

The results of the study showed that 96% student reported before graduation they need to know basic economic financial knowledge and finance mangaining investment to advance the quality of life as well as make their dreams come true. In addition, 68.9% student reported that they agreed with “conjecture order” or "actual trading" in general education courses to enhance their learning effect. There was 80.6% student who approve establishing related finance managing clubs in our school and increasing the opportunity of learning progress. It is worth positive, valuable and encouraged for this aggressive learning desire.
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